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APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR CLUSTER
BASED OPPORTUNISTIC POWER CONTROL
IN WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

femto cell with consideration of large-scale fading in order to
ef?ciently control an interference in a wireless communica

tion system.
Yet another aspect of the present invention is to provide an
apparatus and a method for limiting an interference of each
femto cell based on an outage in order to provide high Quality
of Service (QoS) of a macro cell user even when uncertainty,
such as shadowing generated due to the user’s movement,
exists in a wireless communication system.
Still yet another aspect of the present invention is to pro
vide an apparatus and a method for increasing a data process

PRIORITY

This application claims the bene?t under 35 U.S.C. §119
(a) of a Korean patent application ?led in the Korean Intel
lectual Property Of?ce on Nov. 8, 2010 and assigned Serial
No. 10-2010-0110281, the entire disclosure of which is

hereby incorporated by reference.

ing rate while providing high QoS of a macro cell by detecting
and re?ecting the number of femto cells that actively operate

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

inside one cluster in order to ef?ciently allocate power in a

wireless communication system.

1. Field of the Invention
The present invention relates to a wireless communication
system. More particularly, the present invention relates to an
apparatus and a method for minimizing an aggregate inter
ference occurring between a macro cell and a femto cell and
improving a data processing rate of the macro cell and the

In accordance with an aspect of the present invention, a
method for a cluster-based power control at a macro base

20

femto cell in a Heterogeneous Network (HetNet).
2. Description of the Related Art
To meet a request for an increasing user data service and
use a network of a better environment, a small scale Low

Power Node (LPN) is installed.

25

station in a wireless communication system is provided. The
method includes broadcasting an interference allowance
value determined based on a prede?ned aggregate interfer
ence to a femto cell, updating the interference allowance
value with consideration of a channel activity for each femto
cell group on a cluster basis, and when detecting a change in
an aggregate interference generated due to femto cell power
allocation, repeating determination of an interference allow

When a HetNet for serving a small scale region of an

ance value so that a QoS of a macro cell user is met, and

indoor/outdoor space is con?gured using a pico cell, a femto
cell, and wireless relays of low power, a capacity may be
increased at low cost. Hereinafter, a pico cell, a femto cell,
and wireless relays are collectively called a femto cell.

broadcasting the interference allowance value to a femto cell.

In accordance with another aspect of the present invention,
a method for a cluster-based power control at a femto base
30

FIG. 1 is a view illustrating a structure of a general HetNet

according to the related art.
Referring to FIG. 1, in a Heterogeneous Network 120, a
plurality of femto cells 130 exist inside the cell coverage of a
macro base station (evolved Node B (eNB)) 100.
In this case, uplink signals of the plurality of femto cells

from a macro base station, allocating power to a terminal with
consideration of a path loss in a range of an interference
35

with consideration of a channel activity for each femto cell
group on a cluster basis, and receiving an interference allow
40

tion, an apparatus of a macro base station for performing a
cluster-based power control in a wireless communication sys
tem is provided. The apparatus includes a backhaul commu

In a case of an area where femto cells are concentrated,
45

performance of a macro cell and a femto cell may be deterio

rated due to an aggregate interference caused by each femto
cell.
Therefore, a need exists for an apparatus and a method for

controlling and canceling an aggregate interference.

ance value determined such that a QoS of a macro cell user is
met from the macro base station.

In accordance with still another aspect of the present inven

HetNet structure where various kinds of cells are mixed.
Accordingly, this results in an interference between a macro
cell and a femto cell generated under a HetNet environment.

such as a complex shopping mall and an apartment complex,

allowance value received based on position information of the

femto base station, updating the interference allowance value

130 may have an in?uence on a macro User Equipment (UE)
110.
That is, as a cellular environment that has been formed of

one kind of cell is gradually complicated and evolves into a

station in a wireless communication system is provided. The
method includes receiving an interference allowance value
determined based on a prede?ned aggregate interference

50

nication unit for communicating with a different node, and a
controller for broadcasting an interference allowance value
determined based on a prede?ned aggregate interference via
the backhaul communication unit to a femto cell, for updating
the interference allowance value with consideration of a
channel activity for each femto cell group on a cluster basis,
and when detecting a change in an aggregate interference

generated due to femto cell power allocation, for determining

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

an interference allowance value so that a QoS of a macro cell

user is met, and broadcasting the interference allowance value

Aspects of the present invention are to address at least the

above-mentioned problems and/or disadvantages and to pro
vide at least the advantages described below. Accordingly, an
aspect of the present invention is to provide an apparatus and

55 to a femto cell.

In accordance with yet another aspect of the present inven

a method for a cluster-based opportunistic power control in a

wireless communication system.
Another aspect of the present invention is to provide an
apparatus and a method for minimiZing an aggregate inter
ference occurring between a macro cell and a femto cell, and
improving a data processing rate of the macro cell and the
femto cell in a wireless communication system.
Still another aspect of the present invention is to provide an
apparatus and a method for reducing an overhead and com
plexity of a base station and a user, and allocating power to a

60

65

tion, an apparatus of a femto base station for performing a
cluster-based power control in a wireless communication sys
tem is provided. The apparatus includes a backhaul commu
nication unit for communicating with a different node, and a
controller for receiving an interference allowance value deter
mined based on a prede?ned aggregate interference via the
backhaul communication unit from a macro base station, for
allocating power to a terminal with consideration of a path
loss in a range of an interference allowance value received

based on position information of the femto base station, for
updating the interference allowance value with consideration

US 8,942,752 B2
4

3

FIG. 11C is a graph illustrating data processing depending

of a channel activity for each femto cell group on a cluster

basis, and for receiving an interference allowance value deter

on a target SINR when a distance between a femto cell and a

mined such that a QoS of a macro cell user is met from the
macro base station.

femto terminal is 10 m according to an exemplary embodi
ment of the present invention.

Other aspects, advantages, and salient features of the

Throughout the drawings, like reference numerals will be

invention will become apparent to those skilled in the art from

understood to refer to like parts, components and structures.

the following detailed description, which, taken in conjunc
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY
EMBODIMENTS

tion with the annexed drawings, discloses exemplary embodi
ments of the invention.

The following description with reference to the accompa
nying drawings is provided to assist in a comprehensive
understanding of exemplary embodiments of the invention as
de?ned by the claims and their equivalents. It includes vari

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The above and other aspects, features, and advantages of
certain exemplary embodiments of the present invention will
be more apparent from the following description taken in

ous speci?c details to assist in that understanding but these are

conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:

to be regarded as merely exemplary. Accordingly, those of
ordinary skill in the art will recognize that various changes

FIG. 1 is a view illustrating a structure of a general Het

erogeneous Network (HetNet) according to the related art;

and modi?cations of the embodiments described herein can

FIG. 2 is a ?owchart illustrating a utility-based power
allocation method according to an exemplary embodiment of

be made without departing from the scope and spirit of the
invention. In addition, descriptions of well-known functions
and constructions may be omitted for clarity and conciseness.
The terms and words used in the following description and
claims are not limited to the bibliographical meanings, but,

20

the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a ?owchart illustrating an uplink power allocation
technique of a femto cell according to an exemplary embodi
ment of the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a ?owchart illustrating an uplink power allocation
technique of a femto cell that applies a self con?guring tech

are merely used by the inventor to enable a clear and consis
25

nique according to an exemplary embodiment of the present

invention;
FIG. 5 is a view illustrating an uplink power allocation
technique of a femto cell that applies a self optimiZing tech
nique according to an exemplary embodiment of the present

30

invention;
FIG. 6 is a view illustrating a technique for detecting activ

ity in a self optimiZing technique according to an exemplary
embodiment of the present invention;

nent surface” includes reference to one or more of such sur
35

FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating a macro base station
and a femto base station according to an exemplary embodi

faces.
By the term “substantially” it is meant that the recited
characteristic, parameter, or value need not be achieved

exactly, but that deviations or variations, including for
example, tolerances, determination error, determination

ment of the present invention;
FIG. 8 is a view of a message ?ow illustrating an operation
procedure between a macro base station and a femto base
station based on a self optimiZing technique according to an

tent understanding of the invention. Accordingly, it should be
apparent to those skilled in the art that the following descrip
tion of exemplary embodiments of the present invention is
provided for illustration purpose only and not for the purpose
of limiting the invention as de?ned by the appended claims
and their equivalents.
It is to be understood that the singular forms “a,” “an,” and
“the” include plural referents unless the context clearly dic
tates otherwise. Thus, for example, reference to “a compo

exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

accuracy limitations and other factors known to skill in the
art, may occur in amounts that do not preclude the effect the
characteristic was intended to provide.

FIG. 9 is a view of a message ?ow illustrating an operation
procedure between a macro base station and a femto base
station based on a self con?guring technique according to an

an apparatus and a method for a cluster-based opportunistic
power control in a wireless communication system.

40

Exemplary embodiments of the present invention provide
45

In the following description, exemplary embodiments of

exemplary embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 10A is a graph illustrating data processing depending

the present invention consider that a macro cell and a macro

on a target Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR)

cell base station, and a femto cell and a femto base station are

when a distance between a femto cell and a femto terminal is

the same in their meaning.

5 m according to an exemplary embodiment of the present

50

invention;

To control an aggregate interference, uplink Quality of
Service (QoS) of a macro cell user should be met and

FIG. 10B is a graph illustrating data processing depending

resources should be allocated such that data processing rates

on a target SINR when a distance between a femto cell and a

of a macro cell and a femto cell are maximized.

femto terminal is 5 m according to an exemplary embodiment

on a target SINR when a distance between a femto cell and a 65

Therefore, to meet an uplink QoS condition of a macro cell,
a system should be designed such that a minimum SINR of
the macro cell is met, and power of a femto cell should be
allocated such that an interference of the femto cell in the
macro cell is limited, and data processing rates of the macro
cell and the femto cell are increased.
For this purpose, an exemplary method for controlling an
aggregate interference based on a utility function is proposed.
The utility function has a hierarchical structure that provides
high QoS of a macro cell user with a ?rst priority and that
provides high QoS of a femto cell user with a second priority.
Since all information is known, instantaneous use of channel

femto terminal is 10 m according to an exemplary embodi

information is possible, and Nash equilibrium operates on the

ment of the present invention; and

assumption that global equilibrium is met.

of the present invention;
FIG. 10C is a graph illustrating data processing depending

55

on a target SINR when a distance between a femto cell and a

femto terminal is 5 m according to an exemplary embodiment

of the present invention;
FIG. 11A is a graph illustrating data processing depending

60

on a target SINR when a distance between a femto cell and a

femto terminal is 10 m according to an exemplary embodi

ment of the present invention;
FIG. 11B is a graph illustrating data processing depending

US 8,942,752 B2
5
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FIGS. 2 through 11C, discussed below, and the various
exemplary embodiments used to describe the principles of the
present disclosure in this patent document are by way of

and even when Nash equilibrium is reached, it may be dif?
cult for Nash equilibrium to ensure equilibrium of the system.
To reduce an overhead and complexity of a base station and
a user, and to ef?ciently control an interference, exemplary
embodiments of the present invention allocate power of a

illustration only and should not be construed in any way that
would limit the scope of the disclosure. Those skilled in the
art will understand that the principles of the present disclo
sure may be implemented in any suitably arranged commu
nications system. The terms used to describe various embodi

femto cell with consideration of large-scale fading.
In this case, an interference of each femto cell is limited
based on an outage in order to provide high QoS of a macro
cell user even when uncertainty, such as shadowing generated
due to a user’s movement, exists.

ments are exemplary. It should be understood that these are

provided to merely aid the understanding of the description,

In addition, to ef?ciently allocate power, the number of
femto cells actively operating inside one cluster are detected
and re?ected, so that high QoS of a macro cell is provided and
a data processing rate may be increased.
An exemplary embodiment of the present invention sets an
interference allowance value per femto cell based on outage

and that their use and de?nitions in no way limit the scope of

the invention. Terms ?rst, second, and the like are used to

differentiate between objects having the same terminology
and are in no way intended to represent a chronological order,
unless where explicitly stated otherwise. A set is de?ned as a
non-empty set including at least one element.
FIG. 2 is a ?owchart illustrating a utility-based power

allocation method according to an exemplary embodiment of
the present invention.

20

Referring to FIG. 2, to allocate uplink signal power of each

istic based on a large-scale is described below.
Tracking an instantaneous channel gain causes a consider

macro cell and each femto cell, an interference entering one
self is determined, so that a Signal-to-Interference-plus

able overhead to the system, and it is practically impossible to
obtain channel information causing a mutual interference

Noise Ratio (SINR) is determined in step 205.
For a macro cell, which is a priority cell, to meet a target

SINR suitable for uplink QoS, a utility function is applied, so
that uplink signal power suitable for the macro cell is allo
cated in step 210.
To allocate uplink signal power of a femto cell user, uplink
power is allocated using channel information of each femto

probability to provide high QoS of a macro cell, and intro
duces a detecting technique to increase data processing rate.
First, channel gain information of a lognormal character

25

between different layers of a femto cell and a macro cell.

Accordingly, exemplary embodiments of the present inven
tion are based on a large-scale channel information gain.
Signals received from a macro cell user and a femto cell

user, respectively, may be represented by Equation (1) below.
30

cell user in step 215.

In this case, the femto cell considers channel gains of the
macro cell and itself. When the channel gain is high, the femto
cell allocates high power to process relatively large amount of
data. When an inter-layer interference channel gain is high,

*cxilO E/IOI1OXi/ro

where pl- denotes power allocated to a user of an ith cell and gy
35

the femto cell allocates low power to reduce the interference
to tune a target SINR of itself. In addition, the femto cell
allocates power to increase a data processing rate. Power

allocation for each femto cell is performed until Nash equi
librium arrives.
When the power allocation for each femto cell reaches
Nash equilibrium in step 220, the macro base station deter

40

may be represented in terms of r170“ having an exponent of (xi
and representing signal power attenuation depending on a
distance and 10%”10 having a characteristic of a lognormal
random variable depending on shadowing generated due to

(1 ).
45

225, the macro base station performs a link quality protection
algorithm for forcibly reducing power allocated to a femto
cell generating a high interference in order to meet the target
SINR of the macro cell in step 230.
Thereafter, the macro base station performs a power allo

denotes a channel gain. At this point, when i:0, it denotes a
macro cell, and when i is not equal to 0, it denotes an im femto
cell.
gij denotes an inter-user channel of a base station of an ith
cell and a user of a jth cell. The ?rst equation of Equation (1)

movement of a terminal as in the second equation of Equation

mines an SINR of a macro cell user signal to determine

whether a target SINR is met in step 225.
When the target SINR of the macro cell is not met in step

(1)

It is assumed that (xi in r170“ is ac inside a macro cell, is (x?
between a femto cell and users supported by a femto cell, and
is (x? between a femto cell and a user of a different femto cell,
or between a macro cell and a femto cell user.

At this point, when a lognormal random variable is multi
50

plied by a value which is a constant, the result is also a

cation algorithm of the femto cell until Nash equilibrium is

lognormal random variable, so that this may be expressed in

reached.

terms of 10"” 10 which is one lognormal random variable.

In contrast, when an SINR of a macro cell user signal meets

a target SINR in step 225, uplink powers of the macro cell and
the femto cell are determined as powers allocated in step 210

55

and step 215, respectively in step 235.
To allocate uplink power of the femto cell, channel gain
information between the macro base station and the femto
cell user is needed.

However, since the channel gain information is dif?cult to
obtain in an aspect of designing an actual system and tracking
of instantaneous channel information increases complexity of
the system, a method for reducing an interference without the
channel gain information is needed.
In addition, the utility-based power allocation method con

60

10"” 10 has a dispersion of 062, which is a shadowing disper
sion of a macro cell when i is 0, and has a dispersion of of},
which is a shadowing dispersion of a femto cell when i is not
equal to 0.
A probabilistic characteristic of Y from SINR (yo) of a
determined macro cell is described below.
Uplink QoS of a macro cell user is expressible based on an
SINR of a user signal determined by a macro base station.

Therefore, an outage probability may be applied by analyZing
a probabilistic characteristic of an SINR of a signal received
by the macro base station.
To facilitate a probabilistic characteristic analysis of a
65

macro cell SINR, Y is de?ned and analyzed using a reciprocal

tinuously performs the algorithm until Nash equilibrium is

number of an SINR of the macro cell, whereYII/yo. Y can be

reached. This process takes a considerable amount of time

expressed using Equation (2) below.
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An exemplary technique for detecting an operating femto
N

Y:

cell is described below.

(Z)

z Pigoz + 0':
[:1

P0800

Only an actively operating femto cell in a cluster including

N
g

z

a plurality of femto cells existing inside one cluster causes an
interference in a macro cell. Therefore, when the number of

10%“) =101/10

femto cells that do not operate is high, more uplink power
may be allocated to an operating femto cell.

where a nominator denotes that sum of interferences in a

When this opportunistic power control is performed, a data
processing rate of each femto cell increases, and conse

macro cell from uplink signals of respective femto cell users
and power of a noise are summed. A denominator is a signal
received from a macro cell user by a macro base station, and

quently, information capacity may be increased.
Therefore, this detecting technique may increase informa

is expressible using pogOO as described above.

tion capacity while limiting an interference in a macro cell.

At this point, in the second equation of Equation (2),

A self con?guring technique of these detecting techniques

assuming that an in?uence of a noise is trivial, the nominator
can be expressed as the sum of lognormal random variables

is described below.

The self con?guring technique is a technique for determin
ing the number N of femto cells actively operating inside a

due to shading of respective femto cells, and the denominator
can be expressed as one lognormal random variable. In addi
tion, a ratio of a lognormal random variable and a different

lognormal random variable is also a lognormal random vari
able.

Therefore, when equations of the nominator and the

femto cell by determining an interference in a macro base
station by a femto cell.
20

macro base station is expressible using Equation (7).

denominator are combined, they are expressible in terms of
sum of N lognormal random variables 10E*i/10, and this is

expressible again in terms of 102/ 10 having one lognormal
random variable characteristic.
Here, N is the number of femto cells causing an interfer
ence. Therefore, a probabilistic characteristic on is express
ible in terms of an average 11.2 and a dispersion 022 of 102/10.

N

25

uz and 022, for analyZing a probabilistic characteristic ofY,
may be determined from the second equation and the fourth
equation which are two equations expressing the same Y in

30

N

(7)

Epigoi +03% EzPr'logi/lo :Pl,max
In this case, since an interference allowance value of each
femto cell has been allocated as P,, assuming that an in?uence
of a noise of an interference signal is trivial, the interference

signal P,,,“ can be expressed using sum of N lognormal
random variable P,~lO:i/10, as illustrated in the second equa

Equation
That is, Equation (3) and Equation (4) below may be deter
mined using simultaneous equations uZ and 022 obtained
using sum of 10%” 10 averages, a dispersion using this, and a
FentonWilkinson method.

Since only an actively operating femto cell sends an inter
ference signal, an interference signal of signals received by a

tion of Equation (7).
Assuming that respective femto cell interference signals
35

are independent of each other and have the same probabilistic

distribution (independently and identically distributed
(i.i.d)), a ?rst moment E{P,,max} ofPLmax can be expressed as
the sum of averages of respective lo gnormal random variables

P,~10Ci/ 10, and when a second moment E{P,,,m,2} value is
40

(4)
An interference allowance value P, per femto cell based on
an outage probability is described below.

45

determined by applying this, Equation (8) is obtained.

When Equation (8) and Equation (9) above are simulta
neously met, N may be determined as in Equation (10) below.

When an outage probability is applied in order to provide
high QoS of a macro cell user, the following equation is
obtained.
50

N:

InlO

A self optimiZing technique of these detecting techniques
where F0 denotes a target SINR of a macro cell, and 6 denotes

55

The self optimiZing technique sequentially collects Identi

a maximum allowance probability when a macro cell cannot

meet the target SINR. The second equation of Equation (5) is
a changed outage probability equation when Y, which is a
lognormal random function, is applied. At this point, since Hz
is expressible in terms of P, and N, an outage probability is

is described below.
?cations (IDs) of different femto cells inside a cluster to
which a femto cell belongs and identi?es whether a femto cell

actively operates to determine transmission power of the
60

expressible in terms of a function of P, and N as illustrated in

femto cell (i.e., an interference allowance value in an aspect
of a base station).
In a case of the self optimiZing technique, since a macro

Equation (6) below.

base station cannot know the number of femto cells operating
in a cell area of the macro base station, the macro base station

Therefore, when N, which is the number of actively oper
ating femto cells, is known in Equation (6), an interference
allowance value per femto cell may be determined.
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determines P, and allocates an interference allowance value
of each femto cell on the assumption that all femto cells are

operating.

